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Introduction

Manufacturing test engineers often face the challenge of testing multiple UUT’s (Units Under Test) on a single functional test system. Testing a single UUT functionally is hard enough, and testing more than one UUT on a single test system simply adds to the problem. Even so, there are often good reasons to test multiple UUT’s at once. Sometimes there is a requirement to do so: for example, modern PCB manufacturing often results in multiple boards physically built on the same panel for reasons of cost. In this case, the test system needs to be able to deal with multiple UUT’s.

Testing multiple UUT’s at once can also frequently help reduce the cost of test equipment required to match a particular manufacturing capacity by increasing test throughput per UUT and increasing test system utilization.

When testing multiple UUT’s together is desired, there are three main approaches to test:

• Sequentially test each UUT. (fully test UUT1, then UUT2, ...)
• Synchronous interleaved test of each UUT (Test1 on UUT1, Test1 on UUT2, ... Test N on UUT1, Test N on UUT2...)
• Full asynchronous test of each UUT (Test each UUT as a separate asynchronous process or thread)

Each approach has advantages and disadvantages, and each is suitable for specific types of applications.

Economics of Multiple UUT Testing

The choice to test multiple UUT’s at once is often an economic decision. Regardless of the approach, testing multiple UUT’s on a single test system will be more complicated than testing one UUT at a time. This can result in higher test development costs, but frequently this offset by the potential for reduced overall test costs. Reduced test costs are possible because the total time to test multiple UUT’s on a single system at once is often faster that the sum of the time to test each UUT one after another on that same system. This potential time savings can reduce the number of test systems needed for a production, resulting in a test cost savings. It is this cost savings that often motivate multiple UUT testing approaches.

On a manufacturing line, the testing process step must keep up with the rate of the other process steps. Otherwise the test process becomes a bottle-neck reducing the production capacity of the line. So if test is
too slow, the simplest approach is to duplicate the test systems so that multiple UUTs can be tested in parallel. With enough test systems, nearly any process step time can be met, but the cost may be prohibitive. To reduce the number of test systems and this cost, a natural idea is to test multiple UUT’s on each system. To determine how great the cost savings might be, there are several questions to answer: How long does it take to test N UUT’s at once compared to testing a single UUT, and how much does each multiple UUT test system cost compared to a single UUT test system?

If the line process step rate needed is P seconds, and the test system can test a UUT in T seconds, then the line needs (T/P) test systems rounded to the next whole number of systems to meet the line rate. If each test system costs C, then the total solution cost is:

\[ C_{\text{baseline}} = C \times \left( \frac{T}{P} \right) \]

Suppose each multiple UUT test system can test N UUT’s in a time T*TR seconds, where TR is the ratio of the multiple UUT test time to the single UUT test time. The effective test time per UUT is then (T*TR)/N. So \( \left( \frac{T\times TR}{N} \right) / P \) test systems will be needed to meet the process step rate. If each such test system costs C*CR, where CR is the ratio of the multiple UUT test system cost to the single UUT test system cost, the total solution cost is then:

\[ C_{\text{multiple}} = C*CR \times \left( \frac{(T\times TR)}{N} / P \right) \]

or

\[ C_{\text{multiple}} = \left( \frac{C*TR}{N} \right) \times C_{\text{baseline}} \]

Thus the \( \left( \frac{C*TR}{N} \right) \) overall cost ratio gives a measure of how much can be saved with a multiple UUT test solution. In general, the cost ratio and test time ratios cannot be less than one and often are greater. However, if the number of UUTs tested by each system is sufficiently large, the resulting test solution can often be much cheaper.

The development cost for a test solution is another cost worth analyzing. It stands to reason that developing a multiple UUT test system will be more difficult than one for a single UUT. The test system itself often requires more instrumentation and switching, and the fixturing to connect to the UUT’s is more complex. Similarly, the test system software is often more complicated. The test program for multiple UUT’s often is larger simply because of the number of UUT’s. Further, complicating factors like the need to keep separate test results for each UUT, the need to avoid testing empty UUT positions, and similar considerations can quickly make multiple UUT test software much more difficult.

Given this economic analysis, there are three attributes that are important to analyze for each multiple UUT approach:

- **The cost of the test system:** costs involved include the cost of the test solution hardware as well as the cost of the floor space occupied by the test solution. For the purposes of this paper, cost of maintaining the test solution will be ignored, but test engineers do need to think about this issue too.
• The development cost to create the test solution: development includes work to build the hardware portion of the solution, develop the software portion, and integrate both together.

• The speed of test: testing multiple UUT’s on a single test system will almost always be slower than testing each UUT on a dedicated test system in parallel, but it can often be faster than testing each UUT in series on one test system.

Armed with this framework, several different approaches to testing multiple UUT’s can be analyzed.

**Sequential Testing**
When faced with the challenge of testing multiple UUT’s at once, the first thought is often to simply test each UUT one after another. This is one step away from each UUT coming down an assembly line and being tested on the test system as it passes by: the difference is that all UUT’s are attached somehow to the test system at the same time.

This scheme is the most straightforward, and it does allow using a single test system to do the testing. It does often require an extra layer of switching or some mechanical solution to connect to the UUT to be tested next. This may be as simple as an operator switching connections to each UUT in turn and running the test, or as complicated as some robotic or mechanical solution that automates connecting to each UUT in turn. Either of these solutions injects additional time between the testing of each UUT to make the connection change, and this time can become significant. If an extra layer of switching is used, this time can be reduced.

**Match against the test attributes:**

• The cost of the test system: this scheme does use a single test system, but may have extra mechanical costs.

• The development cost: this scheme does minimize development costs since the test software is very similar to the software needed to test a single UUT.

• Test speed: this scheme falls short here, since the test time will never be better than the sum of the times required to test each UUT separately. The only time savings may be the simultaneous load and unload of all UUT’s. This scheme saves time only if load/unload operations are a significant part of the test time.
Application Considerations:

• Where the time of test is not important, like burn-in or durability test, this test strategy may be the simplest one.

• For test in manufacturing, this approach likely will be attractive only if load and unload times are relatively long or the process step time is relatively long for other reasons.

Synchronous Interleaved Testing

A more complicated approach to testing multiple UUT's is to interleave the test of the modules together in a structured way by doing particular tests for each UUT before progressing to the next test.

Using this approach, it is often possible to shorten the overall test time compared to the fully sequential approach outlined above. As the above diagram illustrates, simply performing the tests in this interleaved order can speed testing. This is because testing frequently requires programming instruments to particular settings, but once those settings have been made, multiple tests of the same type go faster. The synchronous interleaved testing method can take good advantage of this fact: it is always repeating the same test multiple times, once for each UUT. There are other characteristics of test like testing delays required to allow instruments and the UUT to reach the right states for test that can also be exploited to speed testing.

This scheme requires switching controlled by the test system to accomplish the test interleaving without incurring large mechanical handling delays. Further, the test system often has to keep track of the test results for each UUT separately even though testing is done all together. This can make test development more complicated without tools built into the test system to aid this development effort. In fact, some modern test executives do provide tools to allow a test program little more complicated than the single UUT case to test multiple UUT's using this approach.

Match against the test attributes:

• Test system cost
  a single test system is used with no requirement to duplicate testing resources other than switching. For many systems with excess switching capacity to begin with, this results in a test system cost the same as the single UUT case.

• Development cost:
  costs need not be significantly greater than the single UUT case with the right system software.

• Test time:
  Test time is often much less than the time for the previous sequential case. Time savings come from operations done once for all UUT’s, better repeated test instrument usage optimization, and shared set-up delays.
Application Considerations:

• Best when system software eases the development effort.

• Best when test applications do not require dedicating expensive instruments to a single UUT for long periods of time.

• Best when test systems have adequate switching capacity and control to perform the inter-UUT switching.

Automotive electronic UUT testing is an example where this approach can be attractive, particularly for smaller UUT’s. For example, on the Agilent TS-5400 automotive test system, the Agilent TestExec SL system software lets test engineers easily convert a single UUT test program into one for multiple UUT’s. The resulting test program is little more complicated than the single UUT case, since Agilent TestExec SL can take care of the inter-UUT switching and test interleaving automatically. In one real-life case, a customer was able to test 6 UUT’s in 1.5 times the time to test one on a system with no extra cost over the single UUT system cost. The resulting cost ratio from the economic model is:

$\frac{(CR \cdot TR)}{N} = \frac{(1.5 \cdot 1)}{6} = _$

So multiple UUT test reduced the cost of test by a factor of 4 for this UUT.

Full Asynchronous Test

Even PC’s now support multiprocessing where multiple processes can be interleaved automatically to use the wait times for one process to do work for another process. Why not take advantage of this capability for testing multiple UUT’s? The general idea is to delegate the testing of each UUT to an independent process or thread, then let the operating system manage overlapping of testing between these processes. The start of testing for any particular UUT can be fully independent from the start of test for other UUTs, which can be attractive if the UUTs don’t arrive at the test system at the same time. Further, as testing completes for a UUT, it can be unloaded and a new one loaded in its place while testing continues on the other UUT positions. This helps if the time to test UUT’s varies, since it avoids having UUT positions sit idle while testing completes on other positions.

Each testing process focuses on testing one UUT, so the test program for each process ought to look very similar to the single UUT testing case. However, multiprocessing test has complications that can make this approach hard to implement.
The primary problem is sharing of resources like instruments or I/O channels between test processes. Sharing instruments requires a test process to lock instruments while it is using them since the instrument might not stay in the state the test process needs long enough otherwise. An instrument locked by one test process cannot be used by any other test. So instruments shared between UUTs should be locked only for short periods to avoid testing delays. If each UUT has dedicated instruments, this is not an issue, but locking the I/O channel (GPIB or VXI interface, for example) for long periods can still cause problems. As a result, the drivers for all instruments need to minimize instrument-wait locking and I/O channel locking times: that is, they need to be nonblocking. Since this nonblocking behavior is not required for the single UUT test case, standard drivers often block on instrument queries to simplify driver writing, and these drivers can cause problems for this multiple UUT test scheme.

Deadlock is another complication if many instruments will be shared between testing processes. Deadlock is the classic computer science problem where one testing process is using instrument A and needs instrument B to complete its measurement while another testing process is using instrument B and needs instrument A to complete its measurement. In this case, both testing processes are stuck in a deadlock. Neither can finish its work and release the instrument needed by the other. This is not a good thing to happen on a manufacturing line, to say the least. The order in which a test program uses instruments can be managed to avoid this problem, however.

Multithreading can cause an additional problem for this style of multiple UUT testing. Multithreading is a low-overhead way of supporting parallel processing in a single application process. Multithreading does this by having all threads share the same process address space. As a result, all software in the application must be carefully designed to allow multiple threads to use the same code and memory without that code getting confused about which thread is doing what. Again, instrument drivers written for single UUT testing often don’t have the careful programming needed to support multithreading. In contrast, if multiple UUT testing is accomplished using multiple processes operating in separate address spaces, no such problems arise even with drivers designed for single UUT testing.

**Match against the test attributes:**

- **System cost:**
  test systems are cheaper to the extent they share hardware and infrastructure between UUTs, especially when the test system can still fit in a single rack to save floor space.

- **Development cost:**
  test solution development looks very similar to the single UUT test development if instrument drivers are available to facilitate concurrent test.

- **Test time:**
  testing on all modules can be nearly as fast as testing one module. This scheme can handle UUT's arriving at the test system at different times and can immediately load another UUT to test as soon as any of the UUT’s being tested fail.
**Application Considerations:**

- Best when testing is inherently slow with significant wait-times.
- Best when testing requiring a dedicated instrument for long periods can be handled with replicated instruments that do not require constant supervision by the test system controller.
- Best when nonblocking instrument drivers are available.

Cellular telephone testing is an example which matches these considerations. For example, the Agilent TS-5500 family of cellular phone test systems, also based on Agilent TestExec SL, use this approach to multiple UUT testing. Special concurrency-enabled drivers for the instruments on those test systems assure that no one test process blocks other test processes for long periods, and each UUT has a dedicated RF test set managing the timeconsuming RF testing for the cellular phone. A single operator interface manages a separate Agilent TestExec SL process for each UUT to avoid threading problems, and the operating system is left to manage the test operation interleaving. Since the same test program is used for each process, avoiding deadlock problems is much easier. In this case, the cost advantage is shared infrastructure hardware for the controller, VXI or PC plug-in instruments, and rack coupled with simplified test development. In addition, because the components are treated as part of a system, they can be optimized to work together faster in a way that a custom-built test system might not. The Agilent TS-5530 Cellular Phone Functional Test System

**Summary**
Three different methods of testing multiple UUTs on a single test system were explored:

- **Sequential Test:**
  Good for simple cases where test speed is not important.

- **Interleaved Synchronous Test:**
  Good for minimizing the test system hardware and speeding up test when instruments are used in short bursts.

- **Asynchronous Test:**
  Good for minimizing test system costs and speeding up test when instruments must be dedicated to a particular UUT for long periods.

The first method is the simplest, but may not provide enough benefit to warrant using it unless multiple UUT’s must be tested together for some other reason. The second method is attractive when system software supports it and the application allows it. The third method is attractive if instruments must be dedicated to a particular UUT anyway and nonblocking drivers enabling concurrency are available.
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